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Websites:

Coping with Memory Loss
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2014
http://1.usa.gov/1teVKc7

Forgetfulness: knowing when to ask for help
National Institute on Aging, 2014
http://1.usa.gov/NS6xuW

How Memory Works
InteliHealth and Harvard Medical School, [2014]

Medications for Memory Loss
Alzheimer’s Association, [2014]
http://bit.ly/1lozQ3p

Memory Conditions at a Glance
National Institutes of Health, 2013
http://1.usa.gov/1Fk91pm

Memory Loss
A.D.A.M., 2014
http://1.usa.gov/1teVTML

Memory Loss: 7 tips to improve your memory
Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research, 2014
http://mayocl.in/1zS4ABa
Memory Loss: when to seek help
Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research, 2014
http://mayocl.in/1yMWnxk

Storing Memories of Recent Events
National Institutes of Health, 2014
http://1.usa.gov/1rjr74G

Things Forgotten: simple lapse or serious problem?
National Institutes of Health, 2010
http://1.usa.gov/1v4boKp

Types of Memory
InteliHealth and Harvard Medical School, [2014]
http://bit.ly/1zS51ez

Understanding Memory Loss: what to do when you have trouble remembering
National Institute on Aging, 2014
http://1.usa.gov/1y5HEOs